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Dehydration dynamics of stilbite using synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction
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ABSTRACT

The continuous structural transformation of the natural zeolite stilbite
(Na3.62K0.44Ba0.03Ca6.32Sr0.28Mg0.04[Fe31

0.01Al17.33Si54.64O144]·60H2O) upon dehydration has been
studied using Rietveld structure analysis of temperature-resolved powder diffraction data
collected with synchrotron radiation. In the initial stage of heating, the monoclinic F2/m
stilbite structure (the so-called A phase) behaves as a noncollapsible framework, featuring
only a slight framework distortion and a slight cell-volume contraction. At about 420 K,
a first-order phase transition occurs changing the symmetry to an orthorhombic Amma
phase, whose framework is collapsible and shows a large cell-volume contraction with
temperature. The cell contraction is related to the process of T-O-T bond breaking and
leads to a high-temperature stilbite phase with the same Amma space group and a collapsed
structure similar to the previously described B phase in stellerite and barrerite. The struc-
tural refinement indicates that the dynamics of bond breaking is related to the shift of the
Ca cations in the channels to achieve optimal coordination after the release of the H2O
molecules. Refined statistical occupancies of the tetrahedral atoms involved in the bond-
breaking process (T1 and T1P) are consistent with a random rupture and re-formation of
the T-O-T bonds. This is the first experimental study of the dynamic bond breaking of
T-O-T bonds in a framework structure.

INTRODUCTION

Stilbite (Na2Ca8[Al18Si54O144]·60H2O) is a common
zeolite having the same framework topology [STI] of
stellerite (Ca8[Al16Si56O144]·56H2O) and barrerite (Na16

[Al16Si56O144]·52H2O). The topological symmetry is ortho-
rhombic Fmmm, which is also the real symmetry in stel-
lerite (Galli and Alberti 1975a). The real symmetry is
orthorhombic Amma in barrerite (Galli and Alberti
1975b) and monoclinic C2/m in stilbite (Slaughter 1970).
In the latter case the non-standard F2/m space group is
commonly used to facilitate comparison between the re-
lated structures.

The thermal behavior of all three stilbite-type minerals
has been widely investigated because of their potential
use as molecular sieves and catalysts. Early TGA, DTA,
and XRD investigations (Aumento 1966; Abbona and
Franchini Angela 1969; Simonot-Grange et al. 1970)
showed that in stilbite, barrerite, and stellerite one main
phase transition occurred at about 420 K leading to a
contracted new phase (usually, and hereafter, called B
phase for all the three stilbite-type zeolites).

The crystal structures of the B phase in barrerite (Al-
berti and Vezzalini 1978) and in stellerite (Alberti et al.
1978) have orthorhombic symmetry Amma. By analogy

the same space group was suggested for the B phase in
stilbite. The tetrahedral frameworks of both barrerite B
and stellerite B are remarkably distorted and character-
ized by broken T-O-T bridges (with a fault density of
10% in stellerite B and 56% in barrerite B) and by a
configuration with Si,Al tetrahedra inside the channels.
This process can be seen as the formation of new partially
occupied tetrahedral sites in a face-sharing relationship
with the vacant tetrahedra. The occurrence of broken
T-O-T bonds has also been described in the contracted B
phase of heulandite (Alberti and Vezzalini 1983a). Pearce
et al. (1980) and Mortier (1983) observed that both the
crystal structures of the dehydrated NH4- and Na,NH4-
exchanged forms of stilbite are only slightly distorted and
have the same symmetry with respect to the natural form.
In the Na,NH4-dehydrated form one T-O-T bridge under-
went partial breaking (10% fault density) with the for-
mation of a new tetrahedron inside the secondary build-
ing unit (Mortier 1983).

The high-temperature structures of zeolites are often
studied by conventional single-crystal diffraction per-
formed at room temperature on crystals previously de-
hydrated in vacuum at a selected temperature, and sub-
sequently sealed in glass capillaries. Alternatively,


